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Abstract 
Robinson, A.G. and A.J. Goldman, The isolation game for regular graphs, Discrete Mathematics 
112 (1993) 173-184. 
In Ringeisen’s Isolation Game on a graph, two players alternately ‘switch’ at successive vertices v not 
previously switched: the switching operation deletes all edges incident with v, and creates new edges 
between t’ and those vertices not previously adjacent to it. The game is won when a vertex is first 
isolated. A previous paper established that (with best play) such games can be won only either very 
early or very late, implying that most graphs are nonwinnable by either player. Here we focus on 
regular graphs, showing that their Isolation Games cannot be won unless they can be won extremely 
early, and identifying the winnable regular graphs explicitly. 
1. Background 
We deal solely with finite undirected graphs H = ( V, E) which are simple (no loops 
or multiple edges), and set n = I VI > 1 throughout. The neighborhood set of a vertex 
UE V will be denoted by N(v)= {XE V: (u,x)EE}; its cardinality, dH(o), is the degree of 
vertex v. The operation of switching H at VE V (‘switching v’), studied, e.g., in [2,3,9], 
replaces H by the graph obtained by deleting all edges {(v, x): x~N(v)} and adjoining 
new edges {(u, y): y$N(v)}. 
In 1974 Ringeisen [4] introduced the Isolation Game Z,(H), in which play begins 
with the n-vertex graph H. Players Pl and P2 switch alternately, each time at a vertex 
not previously switched. Play ends as soon as one player succeeds in isolating a vertex; 
otherwise the game is drawn after move n. 
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For which graphs H is Z,(H) a win for Pl (assuming best play), or a win for P2, or 
a draw? If a win, how long can the loser postpone defeat? For example [4], for H = K, 
(complete), any switch is an immediate win for Pl, while for H = C, (n-cycle, n > 3) P2 
can quickly win. In [4] it is also shown that for H= K4,n_q (complete bipartite, 
2 <q < n - 2, n > 4), neither player has a forced win. Surprisingly, it appears that during 
the 15 years following the publication of [4], no further analyses of I,(H) were 
published (Ringeisen, personal communications). The present paper concludes a series 
which redresses this neglect. 
The difficulty, of ‘tracking’ the more-than-local changes in H produced by switching 
operations, was overcome by Theorem 2.1 in [S], which we repeat here. 
Theorem 1.1. A play of I,,(H) ends, with v as isolated vertex and S the set of switched 
vertices, @S is N(v) or its complement N(v)“. 
Note that the identity of the winning player is determined by the parity of lSJ, the 
number of moves in the win, which by the Theorem must be dH(v) or n-d,(v). For 
example, if all vertex-degrees in H are odd then (since IZ must be even) P2 cannot win 
I,(H), while if all degrees are even and n is even, Pl cannot win. 
The above theorem allows reasoning about the progress of the game to be carried 
out in terms only of the initial graph: its underlying neighborhood sets and their 
complements. However, a general analysis was thwarted by our inability to find 
a proof-facilitating recursive structure: the result of a partial play of Z,(H) does not 
seem to correspond to any Z,(H’), a consequence of the ‘symmetry-spoiling’ presence 
of each VE V in the complement of its neighborhood. This motivated imbedding the 
Isolation Games in a larger class of games, to be described next, which do admit 
recursive treatment. 
The Set Coincidence Game G( V, W) is played on a finite non-empty set V of 
elements. W is a collection of non-empty subsets of V, the winning sets. Players 
Pl and P2 move alternately, with PI leading off; at each turn, a player adds a 
new element to an expanding set S, which was empty at the start of play. If a 
player’s move causes S to coincide with some WE W, then that player wins (the 
opponent loses), and play ends. If V is exhausted (i.e., S= V) without a win, then 
the game is drawn. (For an n-vertex graph H =( V, E), Theorem 1.1 asserts precisely 
that Z,(H)=G( V, W) where W consists of N(v) and N(v)” for all VE V.) That the 
games G( V, W) indeed admit recursive treatment is readily seen. For consider a 
partial play of G( V, W) which has not yielded a win, and as above, let S denote 
the set of elements selected so far (by both players). Then the resultant continuation 
game, denoted G( V, W, S), is readily seen to coincide with the game G( V-S, Ws) 
where Ws = {w-S: WE W, SC w}. Except where continuation games are involved, 
the set V of elements affects G( V, W) only via its cardinality n, and the above- 
mentioned recursive arguments involve induction on n. We therefore often write 
G(n, W) instead of G( V, W), implicitly assuming V= { 1,2, , n>, when no ambiguity 
is possible. 
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G(n, W) is called a forced p-win if one player has a strategy assuring a win in p or 
fewer moves, but the opponent has at least one way to prolong play to a full p moves. 
(Thus pd n = 1 VI, and the winner is Pl or P2 according as p is odd or even.) If G(n, W) 
is a forced p-win for some p, we call it a forced win. For example, by Theorem 1.1, 
Z,(H) is a forced l-win iff graph H contains a vertex of degree 1 or n- 1. Since for odd 
p> 1, G( V, W) is a forced p-win if and only if one of the continuation games 
{G(K W, iv)): =v} is a forced (p - 1)-win for its second player, much of the analysis 
can be restricted to the case of euen p. 
The investigation [6, 71 of G(n, W’) led to a still open ‘Filter Conjecture’, which has 
been verified only for its low-order cases p=2,4,6. Fortunately, these cases were 
sufficient to permit completing our analysis of the isolation games Z,(H), with the 
surprising outcome that (apart from a few identified possible exceptions) these games 
can be forced-won only either very early (p < 5) or very lute (p = n - 2). Specifically, the 
principal result of [S] (its Theorem 2.4) was the following, in which the possibility of 
the ‘exceptional cases’ (ii)- is suspect. 
Theorem 1.2 (Isolation Game Theorem). Zf the isolation game Z,(H) with n>2 is 
a forced win, then it is one of the following: 
(i) A forced p-win with p < 5 or p = n - 2. 
(ii) A forced 6-win on lo,12 vertices. 
(iii) A forced 7-win on 10,ll vertices. 
(iv) A forced 8-win on 12 oertices. 
Sharper results should be expected for particular classes of graphs H. A class for 
which analysis of Z,(H) seems especially appealing is that of regular graphs, for which 
the winning sets (cf. Theorem 1.1) have at most two different sizes. The present paper 
carries out such an analysis, with the following outcome. 
Theorem 1.3. The isolation game Z,,(H), with n > 2 and H r-regular, is a forced p-win in 
precisely the following cases: 
(i) p=l, r=n-1, H=K,. 
(ii) p=r= 1, n even, H a perfect matching on V. 
(iii) p=r=2, H a disjoint union of cycles. 
(iv) p=2, r =n-2, n even, H’ a perfect matching on V. 
(v) p = 4, H one of the 4-regular s-vertex graphs in Figs 1, 3, 4. 
Thus if an isolation game on a regular graph can be won (by either player) against 
best play, then it can be won on the winner’s very jirst move (i.e., p < 2), apart from the 
exceptions in (v) which still assure victory by the winner’s second move. A general 
result in [S], that paper’s Theorem 3.3, was noted there to imply nonwinnability by Pl 
for Z,(H) based on several familiar regular graphs (Tutte, Grinberg, (4,6)-cage, 
Meredith) on pp. 161, 162, 238, 239 of Cl]. Theorem 1.3 yields nonwinnability by 
either player for these graphs as well as a number of others identified in [l]. 
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The body of this paper contains the derivation of Theorem 1.3. Following some 
preliminaries, its cases (i)-(iv) are obtained, then (Lemmas 2.2-2.6) all further possibili- 
ties save those bearing on case (v) are eliminated, and finally (Lemmas 2.7-2.10) case 
(v) is derived. (The need for brevity mandates omitting some repetitive proof segments; 
a refereed fully-detailed version is available from the authors.) In the context of the 
game G( V, W), we use the notation SE. for the set of selected elements after the Ath 
move of play, and the notation W, for the family of winning i-sets; thus a win occurs 
at move j_ iff Sip WA. 
2. Analysis for regular graphs 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is lengthy because a few difficult cases escape the 
parameters of the techniques developed in our previous papers, and so require more 
particular arguments. As in [S], we begin by citing useful results about Set Coinci- 
dence Games proven earlier; cf. Lemmas 2.1-2.2 and Theorem 3.2 of [7], as well as 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 of [S]. The notation k =rn/2] will be employed. 
Theorem 2.1. If G(n, W) is aforced p-win with p> 1, then 1 W,l ar(n-p)/21+ 1. 
Theorem 2.2. If G(n, W) is a forced 4-win and n 27, then 1 WI 32k-2. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G(n, W) be a forced 6-win. If n 3 10, then I WI 3 3k- 5. If n 3 11 and 
I WI=3k-5, then I W,I=k-1 and I W,l=l W,I=k-2. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G* = G( V, W*) be formed from forced p-win G = G( V, W) by deleting 
from Wall sets of size >p or differing in parity from p. Then G* is also a forced p-win. 
The following addendum to Theorem 2.2 will also be useful. 
Theorem 2.5. Let G(n, W) be a forced 4-win. If W= W,, then I WI >n(k- 1)/4. 
Proof. Consider the number I of incidences of elements on winning sets. I =4( WI 
since WC W,. But as a possible initial choice by Pf, each vr E Vmust admit a response 
v2 by P2 such that G( V, W, (vI, v2}) is a forced 2-win on n-2 elements. Applying 
Theorem 2.1 to this continuation game shows that {vi, v2}, and thus vi, lies in at least 
k - 1 members of W,. Thus I > n( k - l), and the conclusion follows. 0 
It is well known that an r-regular graph H on n vertices exists iff r < n- 1 and rn is 
even; we assume these conditions throughout, taking r > 1 to avoid initial isolation. By 
Theorem 1.1, for such a graph the isolation game G = Z,(H) = G( V, W) has W confined 
to sizes r and n-r, with I W,( = I W, _rl. Since any forced p-win must have a winning set 
of size p, I,(H) can be a forced p-win only if p~{r, n-r}, or equivalently rE{p, n-p}. 
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For example, by Theorem 1.1 regular G can be a forced l-win iff each vertex has 
degree n- 1 or 1. The corresponding graphs are precisely K,, and (for even n) the 
perfect matchings on I’. These situations yield (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.3. Similarly for 
p=2: r-regular graph H yields a forced 2-win Z,(H) iff either r =2 or r=n-2> 1, 
with the latter possible iff n is even. The corresponding graphs yield (iii) and (iv) of 
Theorem 1.3. 
The case p = n - 2 > 2 in Theorem 1.2 is easily dismissed: r-regular H yields a forced 
(n-2)-win only if r = 2 or r = n- 2, which we just saw would make I,(H) a forced 
2-win rather than an (n-2)-win. 
Of the listed alternatives in the Isolation Game Theorem 1.2, it remains to consider 
systematically the possibilities p = 3,4, 5 of the ‘main case’ (i), as well as the excep- 
tional cases (ii)) with p=6, 7, 8 respectively. This process, after an initial general 
result (Lemma 2. I), is carried out in Lemmas 2.2-2.6 to rule out all possibilities except 
(p, n)=(4, 8), and then concludes with the treatment of that last possibility. The 
analysis will turn out to add, to those with ~62 already mentioned, only the three 
forced 4-wins on 4-regular 8-vertex graphs mentioned in (v) of Theorem 1.3. 
Throughout the following proofs, H denotes an r-regular n-vertex graph. 
G = G( V, IV) = I,(H) is assumed (sometimes, to derive a contradiction) to be a forced 
p-win for the relevant value of p, G’ = G( V- {v}, W’) = G( V, W, {u} ) is the consequent 
continuation game that is a forced (p- 1)-win on IZ- 1 elements, and 
G”=G(V-{u, w}, W”)=G(I’, W, { II, w}) the consequent continuation game that is 
a forced (p-2)-win on n - 2 elements. We ask the reader to bear in mind these special 
roles of the vertices denoted u and w. 
A general remark to be used repeatedly in the subsequent analysis is that for an 
r-regular n-vertex graph H, if n # 2r, then the first switch of I,(H) will leave complet- 
able at most r members of W, and at most n - r members of W,, --I. (If n = 2r, the initial 
switch leaves completable at most n members of W,= W,_,.) 
Lemma 2.1. For a regular graph H, suppose Z,(H) is a forced p-win with p > 2, n-p 3 1, 
and nZ2p. Then n63p-4 for n-p even, n<3p-5 for n-p odd. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, rE{p, n-p}. Note that r#n-r and that the initial switch on 
u leaves completable, in W,, only the sets {N(y): YEN(U)} if r=p, and only the sets 
{N(x)‘: x~N(v)“} if r = n -p. Whichever of these two families of sets is the applicable 
one, its cardinality 1 Wb_,l<p. Let G(P-2)=G(V-Sp_z2, WCpm2’)=G(V, W,S,_,) be 
a forced 2-win on n -(p-2) =(n -p)+ 2 elements which is a (necessarily 
existing) further continuation of G’. Applying Theorem 2.1 to Gcpm2) yields 
1 w:P-2)1 ar(n-p)/21+ 1. 
Since all members of W’,pe2’ are induced by members of Wp_l, we have 
1 W’,pm2’l 61 Wb_ J. Chaining this with the last two inequalities yields 
pZr(n-p)/21+1. But if equality held, we should have p=lWp_11=lW’2p-2)l. The 
first of these equations implies distinctness of the members of the ‘applicable family’. 
By the second equation, completability of each member of that family is not ‘spoiled’ 
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by the subsequent switches on the elements of S,-z- {u}. Thus each z~S~_z- {u} 
mustlieineachof {N(y):y~N(u)} ifr=p,andineachof {N(x)“:xEN(u)C} ifr=n-p. 
So z is adjacent to each YEN(U) in the first case, nonadjacent to each x~N(o)” in the 
second. These relations exhaust the possible adjacencies or non-adjacencies of z (recall 
d”(z) = r), and so N(z) = N(u), but this or its consequence N(z)” = N(u)” violates the 
distinctness property of the applicable family. This contradiction refutes the supposed 
equality. So p- 1 ar(n-p)/21+ 1, yielding the desired result. 0 
Lemma 2.2. No regular graph H yields a forced 3-win I,,(H), or a forced 4-win with 
n 28, or a forced 5-win Z,,(H) with n=k 10. 
Proof. We include only the third statement’s proof; the others are analogous. Here we 
have rE { 5, n - 5}. Lemma 2.1 rules out all n > 12. The case n = 7 is an instance of ‘easily 
dismissed’ p = n - 2 > 2; n = 6, so that re{ 1, 5}, yields forced l-wins rather than 5-wins. 
Now define G* = G( V, W*) as in Theorem 2.4. 
If nE (9, 1 l}, evenness of rn requires r = n - 5, and we have W* = Wg Continuation 
game G*‘=G(V-{u}, W*‘)=G(V, W*, {u}) IS a forced 4-win on n - 1~18, lo} ele- 
ments, so Theorem 2.5 yields j W*'l = 1 W$‘la 8. But the members of Wx’ are induced 
by those of (N(x)“: x~N(u)~}, at most a 5-set. 
The case n = 8 has rE{3,5}. G” being a forced 3-win on 6 elements, Theorem 2.1 
gives 1 W;ll3 3. But if r = 3, then P2 must choose w non-adjacent to all 3 vertices 
YEN(U) to avoid next-move completion of N(y) by Pl, while the last sentence implies 
w non-adjacent to at least 3 of the vertices x~N(u)“; these exceed the n-d,(w)=5 
non-adjacencies permitted for w. And if r = 5, then P2 must choose w adjacent to all 
3 vertices x~N(u)’ to avoid next-move completion of N(x)C by Pl, while the next- 
to-last sentence implies w adjacent to at least 3 of the vertices YEN(U); these exceed 
dH(w) = 5. So the proof is done. 0 
Deferring the remaining instances (p, n)=(4,8), (5,lO) of the main case (i) in 
Theorem 1.2, we treat in the next Lemma the ‘easy’ exceptional case (iii), the one 
with p = 7. 
Lemma 2.3. No regular graph H yields a forced 7-win I,,(H) or I,,(H). 
Proof. For the first claim rE(4,7}, so that W= W,u W,. G* =( V, W*), defined as in 
Theorem 2.4, is also a forced 7-win. Thus G*‘= G( V- (u}, W*‘)= G( V, W*, {u}) is 
a forced 6-win on 10 elements, with W*‘= W,*‘. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that 
1 WeI = 1 Wg’l= I W*‘l> 10. But since rn must be even, r=4 holds, and so 
I+$={N(x)“-{a}: x~N(u)“}, at most a 7-set. The treatment of the second claim is 
analogous. 0 
To aid some additional lines of argument, we now introduce the notation dA(u) for 
the number of neighbors of vertex u which lie in subset A of I’. For typographical ease, 
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we write d>(u) for &(u) when B=A”. Note the identity 
(*I 
which defines D; here v is as before. Since the first expression for D yields 
0=x {&(u)-&,,(n): =N(v)}=r*-_C {6&u): urn}, 
where the subtracted term is double the number of edges in the subgraph of H induced 
by N(u), it follows that D is even ifr is even. 
We next complete (cf. Lemma 2.2) the analysis for subcase p = 5 of the main case (i): 
Lemma 2.4. No regular graph H yields a forced 5-win Z,,(H). 
Proof. Here r = 5, W= W,. Theorem 1.1 gives 
w’={N(y)-{u}: y~N(v)}u{N(x)“-{v}: x~N(u)“}, 
with at most 5 sets in each subfamily. Once Pl has chosen v as initial switch, then for 
any next choice UE V- {u} by P2, Pl must have a response 4 such that continuation 
game G( K K { u, U, 4)) is a forced 2-win on 7 elements. Applying Theorem 2.1 to this 
continuation shows that {v, U, 4) must lie in at least 4 winning sets. 
If some EN(U) satisfies d%,,,(u)a4, implying d,(,)(u)< 1, then u can lie in at most 
1 set from each subfamily so that its choice by P2 at move 2 would reduce the number 
of completable winning sets to at most 2, contradicting the conclusion of the last 
paragraph. It follows that dk,,,(u) < 3 f or all urn. The first expression in (*) now 
gives D < 15. 
Suppose some urn’- { v} satisfies d,(,,(u)=2, hence dk,,,(u)=3; thus u is adja- 
cent to all 3 members of N(u)‘-{u, u). Let N(u)nN(u)={y,,y,}. P2’s choice of u at 
move 2 would reduce the completable winning sets to (N(u)“, N(u)“, N(y,), N(y,)), at 
most 4 in number. By the next-to-last paragraph, Pl’s response to U, say q, cannot 
spoil the completability of any of these sets. But requiring qeN(v)” rules out choosing 
q from N(u) and requiring qE N (u)’ rules out choosing q as an element of N(u)’ - (v, U} 
(recall u’s adjacency to these); since q # v, u, no choices remain. We conclude that every 
urn”- {v} satisfies d,(,,(u)+2. But since diC,,(u)<l N(v)‘- {v, u}I =3 implies 
d,(,,(u) > 2, we infer that dNCvJ (u)33 for every urn’-{u}. Because d,(,,(v)=5, (*) 
now implies D > 5 + 4.3 = 17, a contradiction. 0 
All situations corresponding to the ‘main case’ (i) of the Isolation Game 
Theorem 1.2 except for (p, n) = (4,8) have now been treated, as well as exceptional case 
(iii). We proceed to the three situations corresponding to the remaining ‘exceptional 
cases’ (iv) and (ii). 
Lemma 2.5. No regular graph H yields a forced 8-win I,,(H). 
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Proof. Here r~{4, S}, hence IV= W,u W,. Since W, =& for any choice qE V- {u, w} 
by Pl on move 3 for which S3 = {v, w, q} does not lead to immediate loss on move 4, 
some q’E V- { u, w, q} must have the continuation game of G from S4 = { U, w, q, q’} 
a forced 4-win on 8 elements with all its winning sets of size 4. Theorem 2.2 applied to 
this game shows that at least 6 members of W,, hence of W;, must be completable 
from S4 and thus from {u, w, q}. 
Suppose Y = 4; the treatment for r = 8 is similar. The members of W, completable 
from {v} are {N(x)“: XEN(U)~}, at most 8 in number. If some urn had &,,,(u)=4, 
hence dNCv, (u)=O, then switching on u would spoil completability of all members 
{N(y)-(v): YEN(U)} of W;, leaving at most 4 members of IV’, completable; by the 
last paragraph w # U. Also, S3 = {u, w, U} does not lead to immediate loss, and so the 
possible choice q = u by Pl leads to a contradiction of the last paragraph. We conclude 
that each of the four vertices urn has dkc,,(u)<3, so the first expression in (*) 
yields Dd 12. On the other hand, if some u’EN(u)C had d,(,,(u’)=O, and hence 
dhcc.,(u’)=4, then switching u’ would again lead to a contradiction of the last para- 
graph. Thus d,(,,(u’) 3 1 f or all 7 members U’ of N(u)‘- {a}; since d,(,,(u) = 4, the first 
expression in (*) yields 03 11. 
So (even) D= 12. The argument upper-bounding D now implies that each urn 
satisfies dktvj (u) = 3. Thus switching u would leave at most 5 members of W, complet- 
able. By the proof’s first paragraph, this implies both that w # U, i.e., won’- {a}, 
and that {o, w, U} lies in some member of W,. But d;,,,(u)=3 implies d,(,,(u)= 1, SO 
that each of the 4 vertices in N(u) is adjacent to exactly one other; say {ul, u2} are 
adjacent, and also {Us, u4}. Thus {u, w, ur > can lie in at most the single member N(u2) 
of W,, requiring w to be adjacent to u2. Similarly, w is adjacent to each of the 
4 vertices urn, i.e., d,,,,(w)=4. But since D= 12, the argument lower-bounding 
D shows that d,(,,(u’) is 2 f or exactly one member u’ of N(u)” - {u}, and 1 for all others; 
choosing u’ = w contradicts the last sentence. 0 
The remaining exceptional case (ii), the one with p = 6, seems a little more delicate; 
we introduce additional terminology. For UEA c I’, we call dA(u) the indegree of u with 
respect to A, and call d>(u) its outdegree. The list of such outdegrees for all UEA will be 
called the outdegree sequence of A; this length-I.4 / list will be arranged in non- 
ascending order, so that the corresponding indegree sequence, with successive entries 
referring to the same vertices as in the outdegree sequence, will be in nondescending 
order. The indegree sequence is just the degree sequence of the subgraph H [A] 
induced by A. 
Lemma 2.6. No regular graph H yields aforced 6-win I12(H) or Z,,(H). 
Proof. We prove only the first statement, for which r =6 and W= W,. After Pi’s 
switch on u, We’s completable members comprise two subfamilies {N(y): YEN(U)} and 
{N(x)“: x~N(u)‘}, each of size at most 6. Since continuation G” = G( V’, W, {u, w}) is 
a forced 4-win on 10 elements, Theorem 2.5 implies 1 W”‘I 2 10: {v, w} lies in at least 10 
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elements of W,. So the move-2 switch on w spoils completability for at most two of 
the at-most-12 winning sets just listed. 
Consider any qE V- {u, w} as a possible choice by Pl on move 3. Since W,=@, P2 
must have a response q’ yielding S, = {v, w, q, q’) such that the continuation game 
G( V, W, S,) is a forced 2-win on 8 elements. By Theorem 2.1, this game has at least 
4 winning sets. So Sq, in particular {v, w, q}, lies in at least 4 members of W6. 
If some urn satisfies dCN,vJ(~))/ 5 and thus dNtv)(u) d 1, then switching on u would 
leave completable at most one member of each of the two identified subfamilies. The 
proof’s first paragraph implies that u #w, and then its second paragraph (with q = u) 
yields a contradiction. So each of the 6 vertices urn has dh,,,(u)<4: (*) implies 
D<24. 
If some u~N(v}‘- {u} satisfies dNtvJ d 2 and thus dh,,, 24, then switching on u leaves 
completable at most two members of the first subfamily, and only the two members 
N(u)’ and N(u)’ of the second. The proof’s first paragraph now implies u#w. If 
won then the move-2 switch on w spoiled completability of N(u)’ so choosing q = u 
yields a contradiction of the proof’s second paragraph. If won’- {u, u} then the 
hypothesis d;,,,(u)>4 implies adjacency of w and u, so that the move-2 switch on 
w spoiled completability of N(u)” and choosing q =u again yields a contradiction. 
Thus each of the 5 vertices urns-{v} satisfies d,(,,(u)33; since d,(,,(u)=6, the 
second expression in (*) gives D 3 21. 
Suppose won. The move-2 switch on w then spoils completability of all members 
{N(y): yin-N(w)} of the first subfamily listed, including N(w), and of at least 
N(v)” from the second subfamily. It now follows from the proof’s first paragraph that 
dNJw) 3 5, and thus that dk,,, (w) d 1. This sharpens the upper-bounding argument 
on D to yield 0~21, which together with the lower bound yields D=21. But D must 
be even (since r is). 
We conclude that won’-{v). The switch on w spoils completability of all 
members (N(y): YEN(U)-N(w)) of the first subfamily listed, and of all members 
{N(x)“: x~N(u)“nN(w)j of the second. If d,(,,(w)<4, i.e., &,,,(w)g2, then ‘spoilage’ 
would occur for at least two members of each subfamily, contradicting the proof’s first 
paragraph. Thus dN(vJ(~)a 5, sharpening the lower bound to 0323. Hence 
23 <D d 24 so (even) D = 24. Since the upper-bounding argument is ‘tight’, N(u)‘s 
outdegree sequence is (4,4,4,4,4,4), with indegree sequence (2,2,2,2,2,2). 
Let N(u)‘--(~)={a;, u;, u;, u&, u; }, in non-ascending sequence of outdegree. 
Since D = 24, the argument now gives the outdegree sequence for N(u)‘- (u} as either 
(6,3,3,3,3) or (5,4,3,3,3), with u; = w in either case; the corresponding indegree 
sequence is (0,3,3,3,3) or (1,2,3,3,3) respectively. We have a case analysis according 
as d,(,)(w) = 5 or 6, and present only its first branch. 
Here N(u)“-(u) h as outdegree sequence (5,4,3,3,3) and indegree sequence (1,2,3, 
3,3), with u;=w; H[N(u)‘--{uj] consists of a 4-cycle u;uku\u; plus edges (u;, u;) 
and (uk, u;). Let u1 be the unique nonneighbor of w in N(u); the move-2 switch on 
w spoils completability of member N(u,) of the first subfamily and member N(u;)’ of 
the second, leaving at most 10 winning sets completable. Since d,(,,(uj)=3, 
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N(v)-{ur} contains a nonneighbor uj of u;. On move 3, Pl can choose 4 = u3; this 
spoils completion of members {N(y): YEN(V)-N(u,)} of the first subfamily (to count 
them, recall that d,(,,(u3)=2), and of members {N(x)“: x~N(v)‘nN(u,)} of the 
second (to count them, recall d;(vJ(u3)=4). Again we reach a contradiction of the 
proof’s second paragraph. 0 
The preceding material dealt with all combinations (p, n) permitted by Theorem 1.2, 
with the exception of (4,8). We now take up that final case, which will yield (v) in 
Theorem 1.3. Thus G= G( I’, W)=ls(H) is assumed to be a forced 4-win on the 
8-vertex regular graph H (note that necessarily r =4). By Theorem 1.1 we have 
W= W,, and after the initial switch on v the completable winning sets consist of the 
two subfamilies {N(y): YEN(U)} and {N(x)“: XEN(ZI)C}, each of size at most 4. 
Lemma 2.7. For all YEN(U), dh,,,(y)<3. Thus Dd 12. 
Proof. If d;,,,(y)=4, implying d,(,,(y)=O, then a switch on y would spoil complet- 
ability of all members of both subfamilies. Since Pl can ensure YES,, we have a 
contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2.8. H [N(v)‘- {v}] is either a K, (then D = lo), or a 2-path Pz (then D = 12). 
Proof. If this 3-vertex graph is a K3, then N(v)’ - {v} has indegree sequence (2,2,2), 
yielding outdegree sequence (2,2,2); since dNcvj (u) = 4, this gives D = 10. If the graph is 
a Pz, then N(u) - (v} has indegree sequence (1, 1,2), yielding outdegree sequence 
(3,3,2) and thus D = 12. In any other case, the graph has at least one isolated vertex x. 
But if db,,,(x) =O, then d,(,,(x) = 4; also each member zi, z2 of N(v)‘- {u, x} then has 
d;(UJ(~) d 1, implying d,(,,(z) 2 3. Combining this with d,(,,(v) =4 yields D 3 14, con- 
tradicting Lemma 2.7. 0 
Lemma 2.9. IfdNc,,,(y’)=3 for any y’~N(u), then H is isomorphic to the graph HI of 
Fig. 1, for which Is(H1) is indeed a forced 4-win. 
Proof. We have dK,,,(y’)= 1, so Lemma 2.7 gives D d 10; by Lemma 2.8, D = 10 and 
H[N(u)“-{u}]=K,. L emma 2.7’s use to upper-bound D being ‘tight’, we know 
d;,,,(y)=3 for all YEN(U)-{y’}, i.e., d,(,,(y)= 1. Hence H[N(v)] is a K,, 3 with y’ as 
star-center. The edges of H between N(v)-{y’} and N(v)“-{v} form a 2-regular 
6-vertex bipartite graph, which can only be a 6-cycle Cs. Thus H is uniquely 
determined. 
To identify HI with H, take v=3 and note that H,[N(v)‘-{v}]=K~,,,,,,, 
HI [N(v)] = KC+, C1, 6, *), and the appropriate C6 is given by (1,2,6,7,8,&l). To prove 
HI is indeed a forced 4-win, see from its winning sets that P2 can ensure S2~ { { 1,7}, 
(2, S}, (3,4}, { 5,6}}, and then respond to any third move by Pl with a winning fourth 
move. 0 
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Fig. 1. Graph HI. Fig. 2. Graph H,. 
Lemma 2.10. If D= 12, then H is isomorphic to HI. If D= 10 and Lemma 2.9 does not 
apply, then H is isomorphic to either the graph H3 of Fig. 3 or the graph H4 of Fig. 4. 
These graphs are not isomorphic to each other or H,, and each gives a forced 4-win. 
Proof. We present only the first claim’s proof; that for the second claim is similar. By 
Lemma 2.7, the only outdegree sequence for N(v) compatible with D = 12 is (3,3,3,3); 
the resulting indegree sequence (1, 1, 1,1) identifies H[N(u)] as the union of two 
disjoint edges, say eI =(yI, y2) and e2 = (y3, y4), and each of these 4 vertices has 
exactly two neighbors in N(u)‘- {u}. By Lemma 2.8, H[N(o)“- {v}] is a P2, with 
successive vertices (x 1, x2, x3) having respective outdegrees (3,2,3). 
First suppose the two neighbors in N(u) of x2 make up one of {e,, e2 >, say e,. The 
remaining edges of H are uniquely determined by the listed outdegrees, except that 
either y, is adjacent o x1 and y, to x3 or vice versa; these two possibilities however 
lead to isomorphic graphs [the isomorphism interchanges x1 with x3 and leaves each 
other element of I/fixed]. To identify HI with H, takeu= 1, (y,,y2,y3,y4)=(2,5,3,4), 
and (x1,x2,xj)=(6,7,g). 
Next suppose the two neighbors in N(u) of x2 lie in distinct members of {er , es}; say 
these neighbors are { y2, y3 >. Again the remaining edges of H are uniquely determined 
by the listed outdegrees, except that either y, is adjacent o x1 and y, to x3, or vice 
versa; again the resulting graphs are isomorphic via an interchange of x 1 with x3. To 
identify H with the graph H2 of Fig. 2, take P= 1, (yI, y,, y,, y,)=(2,3,4,5), and 
(x1, x2, x3)=(6, 7,8). To see that this graph is not a forced 4-win, consider u = 2 as 
1 
Fig. 3. Graph H,. Fig. 4. Graph H,. 
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a possible first move by Pl; then N(v)= { 1,3,6, S}, and vertex 8 in N(u) violates the 
condition of Lemma 2.7. 0 
Since all possibilities of Lemmas 2.8-2.10 are now exhausted, the analysis is 
complete. 
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